Arc ID: SQ_SLUSH_B
Arc Char: Slush
Arc Title: Boo the Right Thing
Arc Desc: Searching for an answer to the question of my future has lead me to even more
questions.
START SIDE STORY
INTRO - NAR_SLUSH_B_001_CONVO
EXT Beach Boardwalk (no truck)
Characters present: Coconut, Slush, Kiki
Coconut – “Hey Fantasia, we’re going to need some coffee! This might be a long
conversation...”
Slush: No it won’t. I don’t really want to talk about it.
Coconut: Suit yourself, Pupperino, but I still think we should get some coffee.
Kiki: Great. Let’s talk about something else.
Slush: If I don’t continue my schooling and start my career, what would I do?
Slush: Is that all there is to life? School, then work till i’m old enough to retire?
Kiki: I thought he didn’t want to talk about it...
Fantasia: Actually, coffee sounds great. Coco, come help me for a minute?
Coconut: Oh, uh, sure thing.
Coconut & Fantasia exit.
Slush: Shouldn’t there be more?
Quest ID: SQ_SLUSH_B_001
Quest Title: What’s the point of it all?
Quest Desc: Is this an existential crisis? I think I’m having an actual existential crisis.
Tasks:
● Pace Back and Forth
●

Try to Calm Racing Thoughts

●

Take Deep Breaths

Quest ID: SQ_SLUSH_B_002
Quest Title: I just need to make a decision.

Quest Desc: If nothing I do matters, then all that matters is what I do.
Tasks:
● Check myself, before I wreck myself.
●

Consider Kiki’s “healthy break” suggestion.

●

Have a good, self-deprecating chuckle.

Check Self Before Wrecking Self
Consider Taking a Break
Self-Deprecating Chuckle

CONVO - NAR_SLUSH_B_002_CONVO
Slush: Hey Kiki
Kiki: What is it Slush? What are you laughing at? Are you laughing at me?
Slush: I just wanted to thank you.
Kiki: For what?
Slush: Your advice has sent me on a spiral of introspection.
Kiki: That’s funny?
Slush: Little bit.
Slush: I may not ever figure it all out, but I think I know what I need to do now.
Kiki: …
Slush: Because of what you said earlier today.
Kiki: Slush, what are you even talking about?
Slush: I’m going to take a break. Go on a trip. You know, travel for a year somewhere…
Kiki: That’s not what I meant by take a break, and you know it.
Kiki: ...So you’re just going to run away somewhere?
Kiki: All so you don’t have to make a decision? Just like that?
Slush: I’ve been doing a lot of thinking about what you said.
Kiki: Two things. One, that wasn’t what I meant.

Kiki: And two, you’re being totally ridiculous.
Slush: Why? For listening to my friends?
Kiki: No! For altering your life plans based off of what I said about you reading a book!
Kiki: Are you listening to me now?
Quest ID: SQ_SLUSH_B_003
Title: Kiki was right, I need a break.
Quest Desc: I should take a year off to travel and find myself, but where should I go?
Tasks:
● Consider going “on the road”, going wherever the road takes me.
●

Consider going to Boo York City, and their historic neighbourhoods.

●

Consider going abroad, taking in cultures other than my own.

Contemplate Going ‘On the Road’
Consider Shiny Boo York City
Set Mind on Going Abroad

On Complete (Convo with Slush and Kiki) NAR_SLUSH_B_003_CONVO
Slush and Kiki silently glare at each other
Kiki: …
Slush: …
Coconut and Fantasia enter.
Coconut: “Heeere’s coffee!”
Kiki: I’m not talking to you.
Kiki exits.
Slush: Fine by me. I’m not talking to you, either.
Slush exits.
Coconut: What’d I say?!

